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What is Trust?



As quoted by Steven Covey in The High Trust Classroom

› “Classroom teachers who model 
both strong character and 
strong competence are 
positioned to develop high-trust 
cultures or classrooms. If either 
character or competence is 
deficient, engendering the trust 
of students, colleagues, 
administrators, and parents will 
be an elusive endeavor.”



Character Trust v. Competency Trust

› Student to Student, Student to Teacher, Teacher to 
Teacher

› Directly relates to the idea of “Math Status” of 
students in a classroom

› Impacts Collaboration and Discourse



How does trust apply in the classroom?
› Trust is the foundation for mathematical discourse.

What is real, authentic, mathematical 
discourse?



Mathematical Discourse-Looks & Sounds 
Like?



Beliefs that Promote Discourse

› Different students - different teaching

› All students are inherently mathematical

› Rigorous tasks

› Teacher must talk LESS than the students.

› Structures must allow for student think time and 
discourse



Rituals, Routines, Structures, & Procedures

› Consistency makes or breaks you



Rituals, Routines, Structures, & Procedures

› Intentionally plan
– Tasks

– Lesson structure (Launch-Explore-Summarize)

– Success for All management strategies

– Structures for accountability



Rigorous Tasks-Example

Connected Math Project3, 2014



Rigorous Tasks-Non-example



Lesson Structure-Launch, Explore, Summarize



Success For All Structures



Structures for Accountable Talk



More Teacher Moves



Closing Quote-Dr. Haim Ginott

› I have come to the frightening conclusion that I am the 
decisive element in my classroom. It is my personal approach 
that creates the climate. It is my daily mood that makes the 
weather. As a teacher, I possess tremendous power to make a 
child’s life miserable or joyous. I can be a tool of torture or an 
instrument of inspiration. I can humiliate or humor, hurt or 
heal. In all situations it is my response that decides whether 
or not a crisis will be escalated or de-escalated, and a child 
humanized or de-humanized. I am part of a team of 
educators creating a safe, caring and positive learning 
environment for students and teaching them in a manner that 
ensures success because all individuals are capable of 
learning.
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